Window Replacement Cost & Price Guide: Vinyl Replacement Windows
Trying to decide on which vinyl replacement windows are best for you can be a strenuous task. We want to give you an
honest and reliable cost on replacement windows when budgeting or planning for your project
If your windows are hard to open, drafty, or foggy it may be time to replace them. When it come times to replace them
the most common question asked is, how much is it going to cost. When it comes to vinyl replacement windows there
are many styles and options to choose from. In general, you can expect to spend anywhere from $500.00 – $1,800.00 per
window depending on the window type and quality you chose to have installed. Understanding the factors that
influence the cost of a window replacement will aid you in determining which options are right for you. Things that
contribute to the cost of vinyl replacement windows are:
• Window Series
• Window Style
• Major factors that impact the cost of vinyl replacement windows
Window Series:

When budgeting for a vinyl window replacement project the series of window selected will have a direct impact of the cost of the
new window. Most window replacement companies, and major window manufactures offer windows in a 3 different series. Entry
level, Mid-level, and Premium level.
Entry Level:
COST: $525.00 - $900.00 per window installed
This series of window is comparable to a builder grade window. It great for homeowners looking for a reliable cost friendly
window, or some value to a home so they may get a quick rate of return on their purchase. The is type of window often comes in a
limited number of colors. Also having a limitation on glass, grids, lock, and screen options. While they will increase energy
efficiency it will not be as drastic as some of the other series available.
Mid-Level:
COST: $750.00 - $1,100.00 per window installed
Windows that fall in this series are a great option for homeowners looking for great function, performance, and some customizable
options. This series of replacement windows is typically available in multiple colors. It is offered with options pertaining to glass,
grids, locks, and screens. They can be specifically manufactured to the energy efficiency levels you are looking to reach in your
home.

Premium Level:
COST: $900.00 - $1,800.00 per window installed
A window found in this series is the option homeowners are looking for when they are seeking beauty, function,
performance, and security. Vinyl windows in the premium level are not only available in multiple colors but finishes as
well. With fully customizable glass, grids, locks, and screens this window has all the bells and whistles. You can reach the
highest level of energy efficiency with this series as well.

Window Styles:
The style of window will affect the cost of your window replacement project as well as the labor required to install the
window. Below is a comparison chart with window style cost and labor difficulty required:

When selecting what style or styles of window you would like to use for your project it is important to understand
the not only the differences between them but the features and function they offer. Below are the different window
styles available as well as a description of the windows qualities and functionality:

Window Style:
Double Hung:
Both upper and lower sashes are
operable and tilt in for easy cleaning.
This style is most common and cost
effective.

Slider:
Sashes operating from either left to
right, or right to left, this window
is common in many homes.
Making it a budget friendly option.

Hooper/Awning:
A manually operated window that
opens from the top or bottom.
Although this is typically the
window has the lowest cost it is
only used in specific applications.

Bay:
Made up of three panels. The
center panel being a fixed picture
window with the side being either
double hung windows or casements
windows. The size and complexity of
this window option has an added cost
associated with it.

Shapes:
Coming in different and custom shapes,
this window is specifically designed to the
home. This being a custom window you
can expect an added cost when purchasing
this option.

Casement:
Hinged on the side, this window is open and
closed with a crank. With the added parts and
engineering involved with the operation of this
window there is an added cost for this option.

Picture:
A fix panel, or non-operable window often
used in larger openings. Making the window
cost a little higher for this option.

Garden:
Combining the features of the
casement window and the picture
window. With the size and
components used it this window
there is an added cost for this option.

Bow:
Consisting of four or more panels.
Panel options include double hung,
casement, and picture windows.
The multiple options will add
additional costs for this window.

Major Factor that will impact the cost of vinyl replacement windows:
Window Options:
The options you choose when selecting your windows for your project will have a direct impact on the total cost,
these option include:
• Colors & Finishes:
Including custom colors as well as textured finishes you
can expect an added cost between $150.00-$800.00 per window.

• Glass:
This will include the type of coating on the window for added
energy efficiency. Also, any type of privacy or decorative glass
that you may want. Added cost can be between $100.00-$500.00 per window.

• Grids:
With multiple colors and styles to choose from
you can expect an added cost to between
$50.00 – $250.00 per window.

• Locks & Hardware:
Matching the color you choose for your window replacement,
or selecting an upgraded brass, nickel, or bronze option added costs can
be between $25.00-$125.00 per window.

• Internal Blinds:
Available in a variety of colors. This option comes with an added cost
between $200.00-$800.00 per window.

Window Scope of Work:
• Installation:
The more detailed or time consuming the installation process is for your window replacement
contractor the more the labor will affect the cost. This can include the existing type of windows being
removed, size of window, location of window, style of window, interior trim being replaced, exterior trim
being replace, and custom capping used. Vinyl window replacement labor can cost between
$120.00-$800.00 per window.

Which Vinyl Replace Window is best for me?
Still not sure which replacement window is best for you? We want to provide you with all the information you
need to make the right decision when budgeting and planning for a project like this. We understand that every
window replacement job is different. We also know that each homeowners wants, and needs are specific to them.
At ARCH Exteriors LLC, we have completed thousands of window replacement projects for clients. If you need
more information or are looking to get an exact amount of what a project like this will cost you, please fill out our
contact form or give us a call.

